
 

NFL V. MCBEE & BRUNO’S, INC. 
United States Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, 1986. 

792 F.2d 726. 

ARNOLD, CIRCUIT JUDGE. 
[In 1984, the NFL sued a number of restaurants and bars in St. Louis for showing home 

games of the St. Louis Cardinals—games that were supposed to be blacked out in St. Louis 
because the team had not sold out at Busch Stadium. Most of the establishments (such as McBee 
& Bruno’s) picked up the game signal on their satellite dish and then displayed it on the television 
viewing screens for customers. One defendant, Sandrinas, was able to use its high television 
antenna to bring in the actual broadcast from another Missouri city located approximately 100 
miles away. Another defendant, Guttmann, was closed for customers on Sunday, but the owner 
and several of his friends watched the game at his bar with the help of his satellite dish. After 
the district court granted the NFL injunctive relief, defendants appealed.] 

* * * 
The Cardinals, a professional football team, is one of 28 teams composing the NFL, an 

unincorporated non-profit association through which the member clubs schedule games and 
manage their affairs as a group, including contracts with the three major television networks. 
One provision of those television contracts is that games which are not sold out within 72 hours 
of game time are to be “blacked out,” that is, not broadcast within a 75-mile radius of the home 
team’s playing field. Officials of the league and club testified at trial that such a rule boosts team 
revenue directly by increasing ticket sales and indirectly because a full stadium contributes to a 
more exciting television program and therefore makes the right to broadcast games more 
valuable. 

Witnesses also described the process by which a live football game is telecast by the networks, 
in this case CBS. As television cameras capture the visual portion of the game, announcers 
describe and discuss the action from a sound booth of some kind. Those simultaneous audio and 
video signals are combined at an earth station outside the stadium. This signal—called an 
uplink—is transmitted up to a satellite, which then sends the signal back—called a downlink—
to a network control point on Long Island. Because that signal contains no images other than 
those from the stadium, this stage is referred to as a “clean feed.” The signal is then sent by cable 
to CBS studios in New York; commercials and other interruptions, such as station breaks, are 
inserted, and it is now described as a “dirty feed.” There is another uplink to the satellite, and 
then a downlink to local affiliates, who insert local material and finally put the live broadcast on 
the air. The process apparently takes far longer to describe than to occur; at argument, counsel 
for the NFL called the procedure “simultaneous, instantaneous,” and said that the delay between 
the action on the field and the broadcast by local affiliates was considerably less than two seconds. 

The defendants are owners, corporate or individual, of St. Louis bar-restaurants within 75 
miles of Busch Stadium, the Cardinals’ home field. All defendants have satellite dish antennae 
that enable them to receive transmissions in the so-called C-band frequency, approximately 3200–
4200 megahertz, in which the satellite sends and receives transmissions. There is no question 
that prior to November 19, 1984, all defendants but two picked up the clean feed (from the satellite 
to CBS) and thereby showed blacked-out home games of the Cardinals. 
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* * * 
B 

Defendants’ . . . most considerable argument is that their display of plaintiffs’ blacked-out 
games falls into the category of non-infringing acts under Section 110(5) of the Copyright Act. 
Under that provision, no copyright liability can be imposed for “communication of a transmission 
embodying a performance . . . by the public reception of the transmission on a single receiving 
apparatus of a kind commonly used in private homes. . . .” The District Court rejected this 
argument, finding that satellite dish antennae, which in the United States are outnumbered by 
television sets by more than 100-to-one, were outside the statutory exemption. 

According to the defendants, this ruling ignores their theory that how “the signal was 
captured by the antenna outside the premises” is “irrelevant.” Instead, they argue, the key to 
Section 110(5) is whether an alleged infringer uses commercial equipment to enhance the sound 
or visual quality of the performance as it is perceived inside the premises. “All published cases on 
Section 110(5) take this approach.” This interpretation ignores both the plain language of the 
statute and its obvious intent. 

The home-use exemption was included in the 1976 Copyright Act specifically in response to 
the Supreme Court’s decision in Twentieth Century Music Corp. v. Aiken, 422 U.S. 151 (1975). 
Aiken held that the owner of a small fried-chicken restaurant was not “performing” copyright 
works when he played a conventional radio through four in-the-ceiling speakers for the benefit of 
customers and employees. According to the legislative history of the 1976 Act, an act such as 
Aiken’s would be considered a performance; to decide whether an infringement had occurred, the 
critical question instead would be the type of equipment used by the putative infringer. Calling 
“the use of a home receiver with four ordinary loudspeakers . . . the outer limit of the exemption,” 
the drafters then said: 

[T]he clause would exempt small commercial establishments whose proprietors merely 
bring onto their premises standard radio or television equipment and turn it on for their 
customers’ enjoyment, but it would impose liability where the proprietor has a 
commercial ‘sound system’ installed or converts a standard home receiving apparatus 
. . . into the equivalent of a commercial sound system. 

H.R. Rep. No. 94–1476 at 87, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. Common sense alone says that it does not 
matter how well speakers amplify a performance if a receiver cannot pick up the signal in the 
first place. Moreover, both the legislative history and the plain language of the statute—which 
speaks of a “receiving set”—contemplate that how the signal is captured will be as much at issue 
under the exemption as how good the captured signal sounds or looks. There is no indication that 
the portion of a system which receives should be considered separately from that which displays. 

The factors listed in the legislative history do speak of the size of the area where the 
transmission will be played and “the extent to which the receiving apparatus is altered . . . for the 
purpose of improving the aural or visual quality of the performance.” And it is true, as defendants 
argue, that most of the cases involving the Section 110(5) exemption deal with the enhancement 
factor, see, e.g., Rodgers v. Eighty Four Lumber Co., 617 F.Supp. 1021, 1022–1023 (W.D.Pa.1985); 
Sailor Music v. The Gap Stores, Inc., 516 F.Supp. 923, 924–925 (S.D.N.Y.), aff’d, 668 F.2d 84 (2d 
Cir.1981). The reason, however, is that these cases have to do not with interception of blacked-
out television programming, where the difficulty is in intercepting a signal, but with the playing 
of music for which no royalties have been paid. In this sort of case, the question as a practical 
matter is whether the defendant establishment is of the size and kind that Congress would expect 
to obtain a license through a subscription music service. See Sailor Music, 668 F.2d at 86; 
Springsteen v. Plaza Roller Dome, Inc., 602 F.Supp. 1113, 1119 (M.D.N.C.1985); H. Conf. Rep. 
No. 94–1733, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 75, reprinted in 1976 U.S. Code Cong. & Ad. News 5810, 5816. 
In the present case, however, the NFL and Cardinals are not saying the bar owners can display 
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their programs if a license fee is paid; these plaintiffs intend that their work not be performed at 
all outside their aegis, making the fact of reception rather than just its quality the primary 
consideration. The question in this instance, therefore, is how likely the average patron who 
watches a blacked-out Cardinals game at one of the defendant restaurants is to have the ability 
to watch the same game at home? If it is likely—that is, if such systems are the “kind commonly 
used in private homes”—then the Section 110(5) exemption applies. 

However, as the District Court in this case stated: 
There are less than 1,000,000 dish systems in use, and many of these are confined 

to commercial establishments. The dishes do have residential use when the home is so 
situated that access to television station broadcasting by standard television antennae 
is poor. Television sets can be purchased for $100.00 or more [while] dish systems cost 
no less than $1,500.00 and for desired reception, $3,000.00 to $6,000.00 or more. 

621 F.Supp. at 887. 
Given these facts, the Court’s finding that satellite dishes are not “commonly found in private 

homes” is not clearly erroneous. There was testimony that the number of such receivers has been 
growing rapidly, and while some day these antennae may be commonplace, they are not now. 

C 
The Copyright Act protects “original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium,” 17 

U.S.C. § 102(a), including “motion pictures and other audiovisual works,” 17 U.S.C. § 102(a)(6). 
As for live broadcasts, such as the football games at issue here, the Act states that “[a] work 
consisting of sounds, images, or both, that are being transmitted, is ‘fixed’ . . . if a fixation of the 
work is being made simultaneously with its transmission,” 17 U.S.C. § 101; “to ‘transmit’ ” is 
defined as “to communicate . . . by any device or process whereby images or sounds are received 
beyond the place from which they are sent.” The defendants claim that no infringement took place 
because they intercepted the clean feed, and it was the dirty feed which was fixed under the Act 
and for which the plaintiffs sought copyright protection. In making the argument that the clean 
and dirty feeds represent separate works, defendants depend on the quoted definitions, as well 
as a third provision of Section 101 which states that each draft version of a work “prepared over 
a period of time,” constitutes a separate work. 

The District Court rejected this theory on two grounds. Not only could the argument rule out 
any protection for live broadcasting by satellite transmission but, the Court said, it also ignored 
the fact that the game, and not the inserted commercials and station breaks, constituted the work 
of authorship. 

We agree. Plaintiffs testified copyright protection was obtained for “the game, the game 
action . . . the noncommercial elements of the game.” More important, the legislative history 
demonstrates a clear intent on the part of Congress to “resolve, through the definition of ‘fixation’ 
. . . , the status of live broadcasts,” using—coincidentally but not insignificantly—the example of 
a live football game. We have already discussed the near-instantaneous nature of the picture’s 
journey from stadium to viewer; Congress surely was aware that the images and sounds from a 
live broadcast do not go directly from camera or microphone to a home television or radio. To hold 
that this transmission process nevertheless represents the performance of separate works would 
gut the plain purpose of the “fixation” definition, as well as distort the concept of a “work prepared 
over a period of time.” 

* * * 
Affirmed. 
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QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION 
1. The Eighth Circuit affirmed the district court’s conclusion that there were so few satellite 

dishes used in people’s homes (less than one in 100) that the dishes did not constitute a technology 
“commonly used in private homes.” At what percentage of homes with dishes should this ruling 
change? If 25% of all private homes had satellite dishes, should bars then be allowed to rebroadcast 
blacked-out games? What policy does this exception further that is not also in play when the number 
of homes having dishes is less than one percent? In any event, has the presence of satellite dishes in 
private homes changed significantly enough since 1986 to alter the legal situation in McBee & 
Bruno’s?1 

2. What should have been the Court’s decision with respect to Guttman, who used the satellite 
dish to bring the signal into his bar only for himself and his friends to watch the game? Or with respect 
to Sandrinas, whose customers could watch the “blacked-out” game because he had an antenna large 
enough to bring in an over-the-air signal from a station 100 miles away? From the point of view of 
copyright doctrine or policy, are there material differences in these cases? (On the antenna issue, see 
also NFL v. Rondor, 840 F.Supp. 1160 (N.D.Ohio 1993).) 

——— 
The National Football League continues to file a host of lawsuits against bars that use a dish 

to pick up satellite TV feeds of distant broadcasts of games being played in the local area and to 
show these home games to their customers in what is supposed to be the home team’s blackout 
territory (at least if the game has not been sold out). Relying on its victory in NFL v. McBee & 
Bruno’s, in the late 1990s league lawyers successfully sued more than 100 bars in the United 
States and Canada. One suit was filed in late 1999 against bars in Sacramento that were putting 
on and showing the TV signals of Oakland Raiders home games that were (and still are) not 
usually sold out (by contrast with their attendance records before Al Davis moved the Raiders to 
Los Angeles in 1982). 

So also in NFL v. Prime Time 24 Joint Venture, 211 F.3d 10 (2d Cir.2000), the Second Circuit 
upheld the district court’s injunction against a satellite carrier picking up television signals of 
NFL games in the U.S. and then transmitting the games to cable companies and subscribers in 
Canada. Prime Time had a statutory license to do that for American subscribers who did not have 
direct over-the-air broadcast reception, but this U. S. license did not apply to Canadian viewers. 
The court rejected the defendant’s reliance on a decision by the Ninth Circuit in Allarcom Pay 
Television v. General Instrument Corp., 69 F.3d 381 (9th Cir.1995), that the unlicensed “public 
performance” of the NFL’s copyrighted material “does not occur until the signal is actually 
received by the viewing public” in their homes, whose legal propriety would then have to be 
adjudicated under Canadian rather than American copyright law. In Prime Time, the Second 
Circuit ruled, instead, that “each step in the process by which a protected work wends its way to 
the audience,” is part of the public performance, with the key early “predicate act” of receiving 
and transmitting the signals taking place south of the U.S.-Canadian border. Would the outcome 
be the same if a foreign carrier was able to pick up over-the-air signals from American stations of 
games in the U.S. by putting a large antenna just over the border in Canada, Mexico, or Cuba, 
and then transmit the game signals to subscribers all over the world? 

Another case, involving somewhat similar facts, however, produced a defeat for the NFL. In 
NFL v. Insight Telecommunications Corp., 158 F.Supp.2d 124 (D. Mass. 2001), defendant Insight, 
pursuant to a “transmission service agreement,” picked up game signals from Boston television 
stations and relayed them less than 100 feet from its receiving antenna to a video compression 
                                                           

1  Although though satellites are much more common now, satellite providers block games that are blacked-out because 
they are licensees of the NFL. However, black outs can unintentionally cause fans to seek ways around the system, such as 
Internet streaming and satellite decryption. See Sonali Chitre, Technology and Copyright Law—Illuminating 
the NFL’s ‘Blackout’ Rule in Game Broadcasting, 33 Hastings Comm. & Ent L.J. 97 (2010). 
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unit controlled by Bell Canada. Bell Canada then took those signals and retransmitted them over 
the border to its Canadian cable subscribers. The league’s suit against Insight was dismissed by 
the district court under a provision in the Copyright Act exempting “passive carriers” from 
liability, 17 U.S.C. § 111(a)(3), since it does nothing but receive and deliver an unaltered signal 
even though it is the agent of the recipient of the signal that publicly performs the copyrighted 
work. Presumably the NFL would still have a strong claim against Bell Canada, assuming that 
the First Circuit would agree with the Second Circuit’s Prime Time 24 Joint Venture decision, 
rendering this decision relatively insignificant. However, the same question asked above is 
relevant here—would Bell Canada be subject to liability if Insight delivered the signal it receives 
in the U.S. to Bell Canada’s video compression equipment located in Canada, not the U.S.? 

Finally, in the same year that the Second Circuit decided Prime Time24 Joint Venture, the 
NFL and NBA lawyers filed a suit in Pittsburgh against a pioneering Canadian Internet venture, 
iCrave TV.com. This company was also picking up over-the-air game signals in the United States, 
but then sending them across the border on its web site for Canadian fans to view on their 
computers. In response to the copyright lawsuit, the defendant said that Canadian law made 
broadcasting such signals on the Internet lawful for Canadian fans, and that iCrave TV was doing 
what it could to avoid violating U.S. law by requiring users to enter a Canadian area code to verify 
where they were. (Apparently, though, during the 1999 season a significant number of American 
football fans entered Canadian area codes.) But faced with the background jurisprudence we have 
read about in this Section of Chapter 6, iCrave TV settled the case by agreeing to cancel this 
service to Canada or anywhere else in the world, with the league in return dropping any claim of 
damages for what had happened in the prior season. 

What are your views about the appropriate scope of intellectual property rights in game 
broadcasts, not just when transmitted as television signals to homes and commercial 
establishments outside the U.S. to countries with different legal regimes, but also via a new 
Internet technology that is transforming life in the United States? How should the law deal with 
sports broadcasts by comparison with music albums or movie videos transmitted by such major 
new ventures as Napster and Scour, which have produced major copyright suits and verdicts. And 
we will see in Chapter Seven that there is a crucial difference between the legal and industry 
settings of major sports leagues like the NFL and either record producers or movie studios. 

————— 
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